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NEUROPLASTICITY – THE MALLEABLE MIND
‘The illiterate of the twenty-first century will not be those who can’t read and write,
but those who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.’
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock

Neurons are fascinating. They look rather like trees: with a
‘trunk’ called the axon, ‘branches’ called dendrites which
receive information from other neurons, and ‘roots’ of the
neuron that triggers the nerve ending to emit a chemical
called a neurotransmitter, which then bridges the gap (called
the synapse) between it and the next neuron.

Neurons (nerve cells) can transmit 10,000 signals per second
and make as many as 10,000 connections with other neurons

These signals are happening simultaneously and in different
configurations all the time, even when we are asleep. In fact,
while we sleep we are building pathways, making new
connections and growing cells, all to process the world we
experience during waking hours and then refine our responses
to what happens each day... As the pathways become
stronger and more established over time and with repetition,
these become habits and behaviour patterns that we may or
may not be consciously aware of. Neuroplasticity means we
can disrupt and refine these patterns…
p70-71, The Source, Dr Tara Swart

Neuroplasticity Experiment
Ophthalmologist

Tara

Ophthalmologist

“It’s inevitable that
your vision will
deteriorate”

“I resist having
reading glasses –
and want to
experiment”

“It’s pointless –
you’ll get headaches
& tired eyes”

Psychological
Priming =
the impact your
brain has on your
body & thoughts

Tara
[After 4 years practising]
“Not only has my eyesight
not deteriorated or even
remained the same, it has
actually improved a little”
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P90-92 The Source, Open Your Mind – Change Your Life – Dr Tara Swart, 2019

Mindsets
“A habitual or characteristic mental attitude that determines how you
will interpret & respond to situations.”
wordnetweb.princeton.edu
“A mindset is simply the way you set your mind to look at things. Tell
your mind to look at things one way & it will notice, find & imagine a
whole host of evidence & reasons to support that perception”
“All the strategies designed to get breakthrough results will founder
when faced with a strongly held limiting mindset.”
John O’Keefe, ‘Business Beyond The Box’ 1998

That’s how
we do things
here
Keep
on searching
for new ways

Inputs
Outputs

Sure & steady
growth is best
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I’m going to
double my sales
this quarter

Accept

Think
things
through
well

Question

Treat this
seriously

Let’s get
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Have some fun
& enjoy
yourself
Customer

Shareholder

Carol S. Dweck Ph.D.
Graphic by Nigel Holmes
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Made publicly available from
Mindset – Carol Dweck

MINDSET & IDENTITY OPPORTUNITIES
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Which Me? Identity Directory
Listener

Questioner

Expert

Challenger

Facilitator

Advisor

Friend

Headteacher

Coach

Strategist

Relationship
Builder

Problem
Highlighter

Seller

Buyer

Passive Partner

Motivator

Commercial
Operator

Life & Soul

Information
Gatherer

Entrepreneur

Solutioniser

Boss

Stirrer

Down the pub
me

Out on the
town me

Auditor

Performance
Driver

Counsellor

Cup of tea
Peacemaker

Family me

Controller

Leader

Analyst

Doer

Encourager

Nurturer

Mentor

Negotiator

Risk Taker

Box Ticker

Explainer

Helper
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Mantras
Ben Hunt-Davis and the British Olympic rowing team won Gold in the 2000 Sydney
Olympics. They had discussed how bitter it would taste to lose, and how great it
would feel to win. The team of eight realised they would need to do things
differently – they couldn’t continue doing the same things, and expect to get better
results. So they agreed a way of staying focused and driving new performance
levels, it was the simple question: “Will it make the boat go faster?” That
mantra informed all that they did. It stopped them going to the pub. It got them
training harder and in new ways. It even meant they chose not to attend the
Olympic opening ceremony because they didn’t think standing in the heat for four
hours, would make the boat go faster!

March 31st 1998 saw the McLaren F1 set the world record for fastest production road
car at 240mph. It is still the fastest naturally aspirated car today – only surpassed
by four cars in 12 years but they are turbo-charged. Lightness and efficiency drives
all that Gordon Murray does as a car designer - because it improves acceleration,
braking, and cornering. You don’t need giant brakes, huge tyres & cooling systems
because over-engineering becomes a sinful circle, not a virtuous one he says. He
relentlessly asks the question… “Will it make the car lighter?”
The sign on his Design Office door reads: “Think Light.”
Which mantras could you choose, regarding…
-

hitting your budget or sales target?
your team’s problem solving or creativity or influencing ability?
your own self leadership style?
The list is endless – it all depends what you want…

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2010
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The Logical Levels of Change
The ‘Logical Levels’ is a systems thinking
model. If you change one part, it will impact
the rest.
Developed by Robert Dilts, it is based on the
“neurological levels” proposed by
anthropologist Gregory Bateson.
It has immense versatility & impact in creating
change from individual to a team or at an
organisational level. You can ask questions
ranging from – “So what do I want from
this interaction?” to “What specific
behaviours will have the best impact?” to
“What are they wearing, & so what does
that tell me about their values & possible
mindsets?”
It isolates what is helping & holding back
change e.g Is it a process thing at an
environmental level or due to the identity
that an individual or team is adopting?
Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2010 (after Robert Dilts)
www.spring.uk.com
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Purpose
Identity
Mindsets &
Values
Skills
Behaviours
Environment

Logical Levels –

used before, during & after any interaction, for high impact preparation, delivery & review

You

Them
Purpose
What do I want? And if I get it, what
will it do for me?
What do they or could they want?
Why are we having this interaction?
Identity
What role do I need to adopt? Which
me do I need to be?
What about them? What hat might
they wear?
Mindsets/Beliefs/Values
What mindset do I have?
Which mindset would help me more?
What is their mindset? And what are
their values?
Skills
Which specifically do I need to use
for this?
Which skills am I aware they use,
that I need to know?
Behaviours
Which will I choose to use & when?
Which do I see & hear in them?
Think through my matching, pacing
& leading approach…
Environment
Consider the location, clothes,
accessories, timing, structure,
materials that will be most effective…

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009
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After Robert Dilts & Gregory Bateson

Logical Levels –

used before, during & after any interaction, for high impact preparation, delivery & review

You

Them
Purpose
What do I want? And if I get it, what
will it do for me?
What do they or could they want?
Why are we having this interaction?
Identity
What role do I need to adopt? Which
me do I need to be?
What about them? What hat might
they wear?
Mindsets/Beliefs/Values
What mindset do I have?
Which mindset would help me more?
What is their mindset? And what are
their values?
Skills
Which specifically do I need to use
for this?
Which skills am I aware they use,
that I need to know?
Behaviours
Which will I choose to use & when?
Which do I see & hear in them?
Think through my matching, pacing
& leading approach…
Environment
Consider the location, clothes,
accessories, timing, structure,
materials that will be most effective…

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009
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After Robert Dilts & Gregory Bateson

THE CHANGE EQUATION
After Bekhard & Harris et al 1987

C = [D x V x C1 x C2 x FS] > R

The
Change
That Will
Occur

=

Dissatisfaction
With Current
Situation

/10

x

Desirability
of vision or
end state

/10

x

Capability
to change

/10

x

Capacity

/10

x

First
practical
steps

>

/10

Note: The key here is that each element multiplies – therefore you need the highest rating
possible at each of them to get the result you want.
•
•
•
•
•
•

How strong is the vision of the change you want? How can you step it up?
Is there enough dissatisfaction with the current situation? Create it (Unfreezing)
How desirable is the end state to the team & how do you make it more so?
Is the capability high enough & what do you need to do to get it higher?
Is the current capacity & available resource enough – what needs to happen?
What first steps would make the greatest impact?

www.spring.uk.com
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Resistance
to change

THE 8-STEP PROCESS OF SUCCESSFUL CHANGE
Our Iceberg Is Melting is a simple fable about doing well under the stress &
uncertainty of rapid change. It provides a powerful framework to help organisations
navigate corporate culture, group dynamics & the challenges of change.
1. Create a Sense of
Urgency

SET THE STAGE

2. Pull Together the
Guiding Team

DECIDE WHAT TO
DO

3. Develop the Change
Vision & Strategy

4. Communicate for
Understanding & Buy-In

5. Empower Others to Act

MAKE IT HAPPEN
6. Produce Short-Term
Wins
7. Don’t Let Up

MAKE IT STICK
www.spring.uk.com

8. Create a New Culture

Help others see the need for change. Develop more & more energy
dedicated to action.
Make sure there is a powerful group including leadership, credibility,
communications ability, authority, analysis & urgency.

Clarify how the future will be different from the past & how you can
make that future a reality.

Make sure as many others as possible understand & accept the vision &
the strategy. Go beyond ‘stopping the resistance’ to creating more
people who want to help.
Remove as many barriers as possible so that those who want to make
the vision a reality can do so. Encourage others to remove barriers &
make true innovation happen.
Create some visible, unambiguous successes as soon as possible –
something that makes today better than yesterday & tomorrow better
than today. Whenever feasible, communicate & celebrate these ‘wins.’
Press harder & faster after the first successes. Be relentless with
initiating change after change until the vision is a reality.

Hold on to the new ways of behaving & make sure they succeed, until
they become strong enough to replace the old traditions. Better still,
make all of these steps a central way of living.
11

From ‘Our Iceberg Is Melting’ 10 th Anniversary Edition © John Kotter & Holger Rathgeber 2005 & 2017

THE 7 DEADLY SINS OF ORGANISATIONAL LIFE
Observations about me & my team

WHINGING

EXCUSES

BLAME

BUSY-NESS

12

AUTOPILOT

NEGATIVITY

GROUPTHINK

ã Coloured Square Ltd 2009
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Reproduction or modification of this material by anyone else without written authorisation is prohibited.

THE 7 DEADLY SINS OF ORGANISATIONAL LIFE

Topic:

Regarding this topic, how do How does this stop me
I do this sin?
becoming the me I want?

Investing too much time/energy in:
Whinging

Endless moaning without reaching a conclusion;
instead of identifying solutions, making proposals , making things
happen, making a difference
.

Excuses

Explaining & justifying at length why things have or haven’t happened;
instead of making plans, proposals, recommendations for what needs
to be done to avoid the same problems in future

Blame

Blaming others for things that go wrong,
instead of identifying how; I contributed to the problem, and
identifying how I will act differently in future

Busy-ness

.

Doing lots, without getting anything important done (e-mails, voicemails, endless meetings & other information pollution); instead of
being disciplined enough to find ways to speed up and get down to it!
.

Auto-pilot

Doing only what I’m told to do. Finishing my efforts once instructions
are complete. Ticking the box; instead of thinking through the
consequences of my approach, and developing my thinking on what
could be different – then proposing this!

Negativity

Discussing why things can’t be done, looking for reasons not to.
Blocking new ways of thinking. Focusing on “the time my proposals
were refused”; instead of considering the positive merits of new ideas,
& continuing to make proposals despite the knock-backs.

Groupthink

Thinking “it’s just the way we do things round here”. Making fun of
people who think differently. Encouraging each other to agree “our
current approach is best”; instead of speaking up, encouraging support
for new thinking, and new proposals to try different things.
Remember the 8th Sin is DENIAL. Most of us have 2 or 3 default habits which we
do. If you think you don’t - ask your colleagues to tell you yours.
13
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THE 5 FEATURES OF RESPONSIBILITY

Topic:

Pick 2 you
need to demo
more

Examples of how this feature is demonstrated
COMMITMENT

Backing up my desire to be something by:
• Making a verbal statement of intent
• Knowing how to maintain my self-starting energy & drive
• Taking necessary steps to keep me on track
• Knowing how to re-energise my desire & level of ambition

ACTION

•
•
•
.

RESILIENCE

• Being ready for knock backs & sacrifices
• Knowing how to re-energise yourself & your commitment
• Taking negative feedback as important information to work with
• Keeping your feet on the ground in the face of too much
.
positive feedback

DISCIPLINE

•
•
•
•
.
•

DESIRE

The Desire to be something or somebody – being clear about:
• What do I want to achieve?
• What do I want to contribute?
• What’s my level of ambition within this?
• How do I build my ambition?

What can you do to increase this?
Who can help you?

Always pushing to make things happen
Always identifying what it is I need to do
Pushing myself to give tasks away to the best people to deliver
(delegation)

Putting in the hard work
Doing what’s necessary to get through the important work
Finding ways to marginalise unimportant work
Keeping myself in the physical & mental state to deliver (&
knowing essential steps to take to make this happen)
Creating space & time to think & plan

14
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PLANNING FOR AUTOPILOT
After development interventions (like this) how long do I typically maintain my new sense of purpose? (i.e. how long
before the wheels fall off?)
At this timescale, what do I need to re-charge my self-starting energy – to keep me on track?

Who or what could help me? (and how?)

How do I increase my resilience so that I don’t actually drop into autopilot at this timescale? (further personal
KPIs?)

So what actions do I need to take now, and over the next weeks and months to make things different?

15
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PLANNING DISCIPLINE TO BUILD RESILIENCE
What keeps you in a good mental state?

What keeps you in a productive physical state?

What keeps you in a good emotional state?

16
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PERSONAL KPIs
What are some specific examples of what you might do to achieve the mental, physical &
emotional state which keeps you productive?

And how often?

What tricks could you play on yourself to make these things happen?

And how often?

17
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JOHARI WINDOW
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Full free download available at www.mindplatter.com
The US government has revised the food pyramid - the diagram
that's been with us for decades that is supposed to remind
people how to eat well. The model needed a revision, and the
new version, called Choose my plate , is a big improvement.
However, there's a different epidemic happening out there
that's getting less attention, perhaps because it is less obvious
than the epidemic of obesity we're experiencing. We're entering
an era of an epidemic of overwhelm. A time when too many
people's mental well-being is being stretched through multitasking, fragmented attention and information overload.
The trouble is, we are short on simple, clear information about
good mental habits. Few people know about what it takes to
have optimum mental health, and the implications of being out
of balance. It is not taught in schools, or discussed in business.
The issue just isn't on the table. The result is that we stretch
ourselves in ways that may have even bigger implications than
an unhealthy physical diet.
The Healthy Mind Platter has seven essential mental
activities necessary for optimum mental health in daily life.
These seven daily activities make up the full set of ‘mental
nutrients' that your brain needs to function at it's best. By
engaging every day in each of these servings, you enable your
brain to coordinate and balance its activities, which strengthens
your brain's internal connections and your connections with
other people.
There's no specific recipe for a healthy mind, as each individual
is different, and our needs change over time too. The point is to
become aware of the full spectrum of essential mental
activities, and just like with essential nutrients, make sure that
at least every day we are nudging the right ingredients into our
mental diet, even for just a little time. Just like you wouldn't
eat only pizza every day for days on end, we shouldn't just live
on focus time and little sleep. Mental wellness is all about
giving your brain lots of opportunities to develop in different
ways.

In short, it is important to eat well, and we applaud the new healthy eating
plate. However as a society we are sorely lacking in good information about
what it takes to have a healthy mind. We hope that the healthy mind
platter creates an appetite for increasing awareness of what we put into
our minds too.
About the creators
The Healthy Mind Platter was created in collaboration by Dr. David Rock ,
executive director of the NeuroLeadership Institute and Dr. Daniel Siegel ,
executive director of the Mindsight Institute and clinical professor at the
UCLA School of Medicine.
As well as running their own educational programs, Dr. Rock and Dr. Siegel
are also both involved with The Blue School , which is building a new
approach to education, in downtown NYC.

A fun use of this idea is to map out an average day and see
what percentage of your time you spend in each area. Like a
balanced diet, there are many combinations that can work
well.

Used with the permission of David Rock
– since 2013
19
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Full free download available at www.mindplatter.com

Used with the permission of David Rock
– since 2013
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WELLNESS & RESILIENCE
Marks Out Of 10

Sleep

Physical
Time

Focus
Time

/10

/10

/10

Time In

Connecting
Time

/10

/10

Down
Time

Play
Time

/10

/10

Used with the permission of David Rock
– since 2013
21
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WELLNESS & RESILIENCE

ADJUSTMENTS I NEED TO MAKE
Sleep

Physical Time

Focus Time

Connecting Time

Play Time

Down Time

Time In
Used with the permission of David Rock
– since 2013
22
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Belonging
“The world around us is filled with danger – both real & perceived. The urgency to
meet expectations, the strain of capacity & other external pressures all contribute to
the constant threats that a business faces. These dangers are constant. They are
never going away and that will never change.
There are dangerous forces inside our organisations too. Job losses, politics,
intimidation, humiliation, isolation, feeling stupid or useless & rejection are all
stresses we try to avoid inside the organisation.
A goal of leadership is to set a culture free from danger from each other by giving
people a sense of belonging. By giving them the power to make decisions. By
offering trust and empathy. By creating a Circle of Safety.
A Circle of Safety reduces the threats people feel inside the group, which frees
them up to focus more time & energy on protecting the organisation from external
threats.
Only when we are in a Circle of Safety will we pull together as a unified team”

THE CHEMICAL COCKTAIL
Selfish Chemicals
ENDORPHINS

DOPAMINE

Selfless Chemicals
SEROTONIN

OXYTOCIN

The Runner’s High

An Incentive For Progress

Leadership Chemical

Chemical Love

•Masks Physical Pain
•Physical Endurance
•Exercise
•Manual Labour
•Laughing

•Progress & Completion
•Achieving Goals
•Highly Addictive
CAUTION…
•Nicotine, Alcohol,
Gambling, Drugs
•Emails, Texts, Social
Media
•Cheating

•Pride
•Respect
•Confidence
•Approval
•Accomplishment
•Recognition

•Friendship
•Deep Trust
•Warm & Fuzzy
•Human Connection
•Watching Backs
•Empathy
•Social
•Long Term

CORTISOL
This is fired off when we sense
threat. The stress it has on our
bodies is serious. It also starts
seeping through our veins if we
fear we’re not going to make the
numbers this year & layoffs are
round the corner: if people are
disengaged; if we don’t feel the
circle of safety. Cortisol also
inhibits oxytocin. This can literally
make us ill.
Inspired by & credit to: Leaders Eat Last – Simon Sinek
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MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP
Kotter (1990) & Adair (1988)
Leadership is about a sense of direction. The word ‘lead’ comes from an Anglo-Saxon word, common to north European languages, which
means a road, a way, the path of a ship at sea. It’s knowing what the next step is ….
Managing is a different image. It’s from the Latin manus, a hand. It’s handling a sword, a ship, a horse. It tends to be closely linked with the
idea of machines. Managing had its origins in the 19th century with engineers and accountants coming in to run entrepreneurial outfits. They
tended to think of them as systems.
But there are valuable ingredients in the context of management that are not present in leadership. Managing is very strong on the idea of
controlling, particularly financial control, and administration. Leaders are not necessarily good at administration or managing resources.”
John Adair, from Director magazine, November 1988

MANAGEMENT
Produces Order & Consistency

LEADERSHIP
Produces Change & Movement

Planning & Budgeting
• Establish agendas
• Set Timetables & Order
• Allocate resources

Establishing Direction
• Create the vision
• Clarify the big picture
• Set strategies

Organising & Staffing
• Provide structure & delegation
• Make job placements
• Set rules & procedures

Aligning People
• Communicate goals
• Seek commitment
• Build teams, coalitions & alliances

Controlling & Problem Solving
• Measure results
• Create solutions
• Take corrective action

Motivating & Inspiring
• Energise
• Empower team & colleagues
• Satisfy unmet basic human needs

Publicly available online from the work of John Kotter 1990
24
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The 4 Meetings
The Daily
Check-in
(5 mins)

Weekly Tactical
(45-90 mins)

Monthly or
Ad Hoc Strategic
(2-4 hrs)

• Share daily
activities

• Review weekly
activities & metrics

• Discuss, analyse
& brainstorm

• Don’t sit down

• Resolve tactical
obstacles & issues

• Decide upon
critical issues
affecting long term
success

• Keep it
administrative
• Don’t cancel
even when some
people can’t
attend

• Don’t set agenda
until after initial
reporting
• Postpone
strategic
discussion

• Limit to 1-2 topics
• Prepare & do
good research
• Engage in good
conflict

Quarterly Off-site
Review
(1-2 days)
• Review strategy,
industry trends,
competitive
landscape, key
personnel & team
development
• Get out the office
• Focus on work;
limit socialising
• Don’t over burden
or over structure
agenda

25
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TRUST WITHIN TEAMS
‘Trust lies at the heart of a functioning, cohesive team. Without it, teamwork is all but impossible.
In the context of building a team, trust is the confidence among team members that their peer’s intentions
are good, and that there is no reason to be protective or careful around the group. In essence, teammates
must get comfortable being vulnerable with one another.
As desirable as this may be, it is not enough to represent the kind of trust that is characteristic of a great
team. It requires team members to make themselves vulnerable to one another, and be confident that their
respective vulnerabilities will not be used against them. The vulnerabilities I’m referring to include
weaknesses, skill deficiencies, interpersonal shortcomings, mistakes & requests for help.
As ‘soft’ as this might sound, it is only when team members are truly comfortable being exposed to one
another that they being to act without concern for protecting themselves. As a result, they can focus their
energy and attention completely on the job in hand, rather than on being strategically disingenuous or political
with each other.
Achieving vulnerability- based trust is difficult because in the course of career advancement and education,
most successful people learn to be competitive with their peers, and protective of their reputations. It is a
challenge for them to turn those instincts off for the good of the team, but that is exactly what is required.’
Patrick Lencioni, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team p195-6, Jossey-Bass 2002

www.spring.uk.com
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BUILDING TRUST & VULNERABILITY
Advice using these questions:
1. Agree with your partner and/or group, whether you keep
the conversation confidential or if it can be openly shared
2. Discuss whether you want to choose which questions are
asked and/or whether answering questions can be declined
– whatever is most comfortable and appropriate at the time
3. As the person asking the question – put more effort into
listening and clarifying, than adding anything more in
yourself

RANDOM
What’s something about you that surprises people when they
first hear it?
What’s the last thing you bought for under £30 that you love and
use often?
Are you a cat or a dog person – and how come?

DEEP

EXPERIENCES

What is a mistake people often make about you?
How do you get in the way of your own success?
What’s one thing you did that you wish you could go back and
undo?
When was the last time you cried, and why?

How did you meet your best friend?
What’s something you did as a child that your parents still retell
the story of?
What’s something you will NEVER do again?

LIFE

IF YOU COULD…

Who in your life inspires you to be better?
What is one family tradition that you would like to carry on in
the future?
What’s something you believed earlier in your career but think
about differently now?

If you could know when and how you are going to die, would you
want to know?
If you could have any super power, what would you choose?
If you could go back in time, what one thing would you tell your
teenage self?

WOULD YOU RATHER…

RELATIONSHIPS

Would you rather hear the good news or the bad news first?
Would you rather win the lottery or live twice as long?
Would you rather explore space or the ocean?

What was your first impression of me? And how do you see me
now?
What puzzles you about me?
If you had a piece of advice for me, what would it be?
What do you occasionally find annoying about me… and what
could I do differently to reduce this?
INSPIRED BY 150 PROMPTS – ICEBREAKER DECK – By bestself.co

www.spring.uk.com
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THE FIVE DYSFUNCTIONS OF A TEAM
Patrick Lencioni
Absence of Trust. Members of great teams trust one another on a
fundamental, emotional level & they are comfortable being vulnerable
with each other about their weaknesses, mistakes, fears & behaviours.
This is essential because…

INATTENTION
TO

RESULTS
ACCOUNTABILITY
LACK OF

COMMITMENT
FEAR OF

CONFLICT
ABSENCE OF

TRUST

From bottom to top of the pyramid

AVOIDANCE OF

Fear of Conflict. Teams that trust one another are not afraid to engage
in passionate dialogue around issues & decisions that are key to
business success. They do not hesitate to disagree with, challenge &
question one another, all in the spirit of finding the best answers,
discovering the truth & making great decisions.
This is important because…
Lack of Commitment. Teams that engage in unfiltered conflict are able
to achieve genuine buy-in around important decisions, even when
various members of the team disagree initially. That’s because they
ensure that all opinions & ideas are put to the table & considered, giving
confidence to team members that no stone has been left unturned.
This is critical because…
Avoidance of Accountability. Teams that commit to decisions &
standards of performance do not hesitate to hold one another
accountable for adhering to those decisions & standards. What’s more,
they don’t rely on the team leader as the primary source of
accountability, they go directly to their peers.
This matters because…
Inattention to Results. Teams that trust one another, engage in
conflict, commit to decisions & hold one another accountable are very
likely to set aside their individual needs & agendas & focus almost
exclusively on what’s best for the team. They do not give into temptation
to place their departments, career aspirations or ego driven status ahead
of the collective results that define team success.
That’s it!

www.spring.uk.com

Patrick Lencioni, the Five Dysfunctions of a Team. A Field Guide, pages 6 & 7
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TEAM ASSESSMENT STATEMENTS
Consider each statement - what are the Top 3 Opportunities to
improve for this GLT team. Then, what do you personally need to
stop or start doing to improve the team dynamic?

STOP DOING OR START DOING?

We are open, honest & unguarded in our discussion of problems.

We openly flag each others unproductive behaviours & apologise when
we say or do something inappropriate
We openly admit our weaknesses, mistakes & vulnerabilities with the
rest of the team.
We willingly make sacrifices (such as budget, head count) in our
departments or areas of expertise for the good of the team.
Team meetings are compelling & not boring.

During team meetings, the most important & most difficult issues are
put on the table to be resolved.
We know about each other’s personal lives & are comfortable
discussing them
We leave meetings confident that the rest of the team are completely
committed to the decisions we agreed, even if there was initial
disagreement.
Our morale is significantly affected by the failure to achieve team
goals.
We are comfortable challenging each other about plans & approaches

We are always concerned about the prospect of letting the rest of the
team down.

www.spring.uk.com
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MOTIVATION

Herzberg’s Two Factor Theory, 1959

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, 1943

30

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2010
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MOTIVATION

Daniel Pink – Drive - 2009
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Publicly available online
www.spring.uk.com

MOTIVATION
David McClelland – Motivation - 1987
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Publicly available online
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50 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

1. Jack Welch’s 8 Rules of Leadership – Ex CEO of General Electric
© Jack Welch, Winning, 2005, p63

1

Relentlessly upgrade your team, using every encounter as an opportunity to evaluate, coach and build self-confidence.

2

Make sure your people not only see the vision, they live and breathe it.

3

Get into everyone’s skin, exude positive energy and optimism.

4

Establish trust with candour, transparency and credit.

5

Have the courage to make unpopular decisions and gut calls.

6

Probe and push with a curiosity that borders on scepticism, making sure your questions are answered with action

7

Inspire risk taking and learning by setting the example.

8

Celebrate

2. First Break All the Rules – Marcus Buckingham & Curt Coffman, 2005

© Marcus Buckingham & Curt Coffman, First Break All the Rules, 2005, p3, 63, 112, 149 & 192

9

Select for talent, not simply experience, intelligence or determination.

10

Define the right outcomes and then let each person find [their] own route toward those outcomes

11

Focus on each person’s strengths. Don’t try to fix weaknesses. Each person’s pattern of talents is enduring and resistant
to change

12

Find the right fit for your people. Help each person find roles that ask him to do more & more of what he is naturally wired
to do

13

Do not believe, that with enough training, a person can achieve anything that she sets her mind to.

14

Capitalise on your own style and incorporate revolutionary insights from (other great managers.)

www.spring.uk.com
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50 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
3. Why Should Anyone Be Led By You? – Rob Goffee & Gareth Jones, 2006
© Rob Goffee & Gareth Jones, Why Should Anyone Be Led By You? 2006, p2, 9-15.

15

(Leadership) is not only about performance: it is also about meaning… make performance meaningful

16

Be yourself. There are no universal leadership characteristics… (Leaders) don’t know it all, but they know enough

17

Leadership is situational. Rewrite the context… effective leaders construct alternative contexts to those which they initially
inherited.

18

Leadership is non-hierarchical. Great organisations have leaders at all levels. It is imperative that they develop
leadership capability throughout and the opportunity to exercise it.

19

You cannot be a leader without followers. It is a relationship built actively by both parties.

20

Remain authentic, but conform enough

4. The New Leaders – Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis & Annie McKee

© Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis & Annie McKee, The New Leaders, 2002, p39 & 55

21

Even if they get everything else just right, if leaders fail in [the] primal task of driving emotions in the right direction,
nothing they do will work as well as it could or should.

22

Visionary. Move people toward shared dreams.

23

Coaching. Connect what a person wants, with the organisation’s goals.

24

Affiliative. Create harmony by connecting people to each other.

25

Democratic. Value people’s input and get commitment through participation.

26

Pacesetting. Meet challenging and exciting goals.

27

Commanding. Soothe fear by giving clear direction in an emergency

28

Self Awareness. A sound sense of one’s self-worth & capabilities, reading one’s own emotions & recognising their impact
on others

29

Social Awareness. Sensing others’ emotions, reading organisational politics & serving the needs of others.

www.spring.uk.com
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50 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
5. Funky Business – Jonas Ridderstrale & Kiell Nordstrom
© Jonas Ridderstrale & Kiell Nordstrom, Funky Business, 2000, p187-202

30

Meaningful leadership is about stirring the pot rather than putting on the lid. Funky leaders are creators of chaos as much
as originators of order.

31

It is the job of great leaders – not only the leader – to support the organisation in combining order and chaos

32

Funky Leaders communicate, then communicate the same thing again, and again, and again.

33

Leaders are spin-doctors… Essentially they distil the company direction into the most potent capsule.

34

Innovation requires experimentation. (Innovative Leaders) must have an exceptionally high tolerance for mistakes… we
should forgive while never forgetting what we have learned.

35

Development and education is… about improving the processes in which we work and getting to know the people around
us… Development is about mentoring, training disciples and coaching.

36

Instead of being provided with detail job descriptions, employees should provide managers with motivation descriptions.

6. Being True to Yourself, The NLP Coach – Ian McDermott & Wendy Jago, 2002

© Ian McDermott & Wendy Jago, The NLP Coach, 2002, p187

37

Know, accept, respect and like yourself

38

Know what you want and be prepared to ask for it

39

Pay attention to the information you get through your immediate, physical responses as well as through your conscious
thoughts and beliefs. Refine that awareness so that it becomes more subtle and automatic.

40

Engage more and more with what is, and evaluating what others or your own internal dialogue tells you ought, must or
should be the case before you act on it.

41

Be prepared to accept that what is easy, enjoyable, stimulating and fun might actually be better for everyone concerned
than what is dutiful, effortful and weighty.

42

Learn that fun is not the enemy of seriousness, but may actually provide a shortcut to the profound, and be a better
touchstone of what really matters.

www.spring.uk.com
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50 LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
7. The Obvious – James Dale, 2007
© James Dale, The Obvious, 2007, p16, 210, 217-218, 223-225

43

If you’re not good to work for, fire yourself. Find a role model you’d rather work for and start being that person.

44

Be tough, quirky, on some days even unfair…

45

Hire someone smarter than you.

46

Promote someone who isn’t ready… What they don’t know, they will learn… fast.

47

Trust someone besides yourself. Companies grow by teaching two people to do what one used to do, then three, then a
hundred… franchise yourself.

48

Stay humble. Keep the boss happy… you serve at the pleasure not only of the board or stockholders, but ultimately the
public – the marketplace. You report to them.

49

Simple is better than complicated.

50

Go on an ego diet. Literally. No sentences with “I think…” or “the way I see it…” or “I said…”

www.spring.uk.com
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BEHAVIOURS SECTION

Communicating feelings & attitudes
7%

Words

The actual words used & how many

38%

Music

The way they’re spoken:
Tone, Pitch, Pace,
Volume

55% Dance Facial Expression,
Eyes, posture,
body language,
energy, skin colour
& tone
© Spring CCR Ltd 2009 (After Albert Mehrabian 1972)
www.spring.uk.com
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Communication Toolkit
(Tick or circle below)
Tone & Pitch of Voice

Rhythm & Pace

✔

High

Fast

Medium

Medium

Low

Slow

Monotone – one level

With Pauses for emphasis

Varied – up and down

Mixture of pace & rhythm

Facial Expressions

Body Language

✔

Smiles

Upright

Frowns

Slouched

Lots of eye contact

Relaxed/Leaning to one side

Little eye contact

Standing or sitting still

Varied expressions

Moving around

Little change – Poker Face!

Hand gestures

✔

✔

Words (circle)
Facts & Figures

Lots of Words

Few Words

People/Names

“I & Me”

“Us & We”

Emotions & Feelings

Descriptive

Specific & Detailed

Vague & General

Other notes, observations and comments

© Spring CCR Ltd 2009
www.spring.uk.com
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Thinking & Communication Styles
How Do I Need To Be Right Now?

Promoters
“Get talking & energising”

Supporters
“Care about others & listen”

Enthusiastic, high energy, outgoing, sociable & imaginative.
Optimistic & animated. Minimal details or follow-up, like the
bigger picture. Don’t do paperwork. Get bored quickly.

Expressive, warm, empathetic. Good at listening and easy to
be with. Considerate of others feelings and avoids conflict.
People-people. Share emotions easily.

Extremes: Show-off, inconsistent, lack substance,
exaggerate, aimless
They don’t like: Being ignored or suppressed
They do like: Recognition, status, action, fun

Extremes: Walk over, can’t stay no, lightweight, too
sensitive, emotional
They don’t like: Being dominated, pushed around
They do like: Relationships, team, agreement

Do More Of This:
Informal, group briefings.
Enthusing & smiling.
Actively connecting with people.

Do More Of This:
Asking & listening.
Helping & guiding.
Offering support.

Controllers
“Take Charge & get going”

Analysts
“Think it through then plan”

Achievement and task focused. Direct and to the point.
Demanding and authoritative wanting to get the job done.
Like an action plan and sticking to timelines. They are
purposeful, competitive, fast paced & strong willed.

Thoughtful and detailed. Like facts and figures. Systematic,
planned, considered and reflective. Like to assess and
scrutinise thoroughly. Perfectionists, logical, factual &
deliberate.

Extremes: Impatient, domineering, aggressive, forget the
people involved
They don’t like: Waffle & small talk
They do like: Results, efficiency, deadlines

Extremes: Slow, uncreative, nit-picking, inflexible,
unemotional, critical, aloof
They don’t like: Vagueness & exaggeration
They do like: Logic, objectivity, information

Do More Of This:
Setting direction.
Planning & scheduling.
Targets & measures.

Do More Of This:
Questioning & thinking.
Sitting back & listening.
Cover all bases.

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009 (after Merrill and Reid, & The Ned Hermann Group)
www.spring.uk.com
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Thinking & Communication Styles

WORDS
7%

MUSIC
38%

DANCE
55%

PROMOTERS

CONTROLLERS

SUPPORTERS

ANALYSTS

Fab, amazing,
great, superb, wow,
love it, fantastic.

Now, no,
unacceptable,
enough, achieve,
results, move on.

Ah, bless, lovely,
nice, how are you?
can you do me a
favour please.

How, why,
interesting, tell me
more, evidence,
facts

100 words when 10
would do.

10 words when 100
are needed.

Few words until
they’re listened to.

Lots of words or
hardly any.

Loud, lyrical, often
fast paced, lots of
variation in tone &
volume.

Strong, deeper
pitch, often medium
paced, direct,
talking like a text or
in bullets.

Quiet, often slow
paced, gentle, soft,
higher pitch, mmm’s
& ahhh’s

Can be monotone,
slow or fast rarely
medium, flat,
pauses between
sentences.

Up & moving about,
smiling, laughing,
exaggerated hand
gestures, taking up
a lot of space.

Straight, balanced,
shoulders back,
vertical hands,
pointing. Little facial
expression, frowns.

Sat down, side by
side, head on one
side, eye contact,
raised eyebrows,
encouraging nods,
tactile.

Less eye contact,
hand on chin,
looking away to
think, making
notes, scratching
head, little overall
movement

© Spring CCR Ltd 2009 (after Merrill and Reid, & The Ned Hermann Group)
www.spring.uk.com
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Behavioural Dashboard

Decisive

Sociable

Decisive

Warm

Thoughtful

Fun

Tough

Considerate

Integrity

Enthusiastic

Confident

Humble

Detailed

Which qualities do you need to dial up or down to get the outcome you want?
Set process goals to help you achieve this.
EG. For Toughness – Frown 3 times, disagree & talk in sentences of less than 10 words.

© Spring CCR Ltd 2015 (after John Adair 7 leadership principles)
www.spring.uk.com
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METHOD & PROCESS
SECTION

YOUR SUCCESS TEAM… VIRTUAL TEAM… SUPPORT NETWORK
(Your personally tailored group of people that release your potential)
Roles, titles, names – expressed to suit you – here’s some examples.
They can be specific or abstract; whichever works best for you. Get clear on who they are though, why you
need them and how you’ll set things up.
Detail Person

???

Challenger

Fitness Trainer

Lateral Thinker

Tough Talker

Accountant

Commercial
Guru

Questioner

Plumber

Nutritionist

Coach

Hairdresser

Drinking Buddy

???

Solicitor

Friend

???

Listener

Artist

Career
Counselor

Eeyore

Local Builder

Comedian

Confidant

Strategist

???

Mentor

Mechanic

Tigger

???

Boss

Specific Author

Advisor

Specific Family
Member

Who? (Expressed in
your own words)

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

Reason for wanting them on your team
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NEXT STEPS: Clear actions, deadlines, & help
you’ll need

DESIGNING A BESPOKE CONTACT STRATEGY
‘CONTACT TYPE’ EXAMPLES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone
Email
Text
Whatsapp
Linkedin
Twitter
Instagram
Letter
Handwritten card
Magazine
Newspaper
Online article
Sales reports & MI
Business Plans
Face to face
Conferences
Message passed through another

‘VISIT STYLE EXAMPLES’

REASONS TO BE IN TOUCH…

• 5 min spontaneous phone call, 10 min
drop in, 25 min planned phone call, 45
min presentation, 60 min lunch, 2 hour
meeting with follow-up
• Get to know you & avoid talking about
work
• Build the relationship & build credibility
• Understand their priorities
• Talk industry news & trends
• Stretch & challenge their thinking
• Traditional, careful, play it safe
• Quick Coffee
• Deep analysis of
• Forecasting the year ahead
• Planned visit
• Unannounced visit while passing
• Close the deal & get agreement
• Anti-sell and avoid ‘closing’
• Take things up a gear
• Chew the fat & have some headspace

• “Saw this and thought of you”
• “What are your top priorities for our
meeting & with each of them, what do you
want?”
• “I think this will help with your current
project/issues/plans/situation”
• ”This made me laugh – you’ll love it!”
• “How have you got on with x?”
• “Here’s what I think will help”
• “I was talking to X person the other day &
I think the two of you would get on well &
also be able to help each other.”
• “Try subscribing to this blog – it’s right up
your street”
• “I’d value your input with this.”
• “Congratulations”
• “It’s been a while since we last spoke &
there’s lots to catch up on”
• “Let’s get clear in advance of meeting…”

Things to consider when designing a Bespoke Contact Strategy:
Priority of the Individual and % impact they have on your Business/Team/Situation
Performance & Potential of the Individual (PP Grid)
Time you allocate for different Contact Types (Time on the road/Time on the phone/Other types)
The Personal Behavioural Style of Individual (Colours & Behavioural Dashboard)

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009
www.spring.uk.com
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DESIGNING A BESPOKE CONTACT STRATEGY
Current Strategy
MONTH

Name:

Name:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009
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DESIGNING A BESPOKE CONTACT STRATEGY
Future Strategy
MONTH

Name:

Name:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2009
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Where To Spend My Time

(… and how to spend it)

HIGH (10)

Since date/time: …

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA

SOLID PERFORMERS

STARS

Reached potential in this specific area &
unlikely to perform at a higher level
within the timeframe.

There’s more to go for - they can achieve
even better results & will be up for more of
a stretch.

Keep them motivated to continue & maintain
their performance

Invest more time in them. Mentor. Use them
as a role model to others.

Agree to spend less time or
different type of time with them.

Agree even more challenging goals.

BLOCKERS

DEVELOPING POTENTIALS

Act & communicate immediately to avoid
them becoming a time stealer for you &
others.

You know they can increase their
performance within the timeframe & just
need the help to do it.

Find out fast what the issues are. Be open,
frank & highly specific on what needs to
change.

Discover what motivates them. Coach,
encourage & support. Work on the skills they
need or explore mindset shifts.

Set clear expectations with deadlines &
contract.

Give them some direction.

LOW (0)

POTENTIAL

Until date/time…
© Spring CCR Ltd 2016 (after John Addy, BCG, Jack Welch & more c.1970-2004)
www.spring.uk.com
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HIGH (10)

Where To Spend My Time

(… and how to spend it)

Since date/time: …

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA

HIGH (10)

SOLID PERFORMERS

STARS

BLOCKERS

DEVELOPING POTENTIALS

LOW (0)

POTENTIAL

Until date/time…
© Spring CCR Ltd 2016 (after John Addy, BCG, Jack Welch & more c.1970-2004)
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HIGH (10)

Where To Spend My Time

(… and how to spend it)
HIGH (10)

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA
Since date/time: …

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA
Since date/time: …

HIGH (10)

LOW (0)

HIGH (10)

LOW (0)

HIGH (10)
POTENTIAL
Until date/time…

POTENTIAL
Until date/time…

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA
Since date/time: …

HIGH (10)

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AREA
Since date/time: …

HIGH (10)

LOW (0)

LOW (0)

HIGH (10)
POTENTIAL
Until date/time…

© Spring CCR Ltd 2016 (after John Addy, BCG, Jack Welch & more c.1970-2004)
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HIGH (10)
POTENTIAL
Until date/time…
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SETTING DIRECTION
1. Note down ONE priority, focus area or concern, that you want to improve

2. Outcome Goal

(What do you want? And if you get
that, what will it do for you?)

© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

3. Performance Goal

(Measures – how will you know
you’ve reached or moved
towards the Outcome? See?
Hear? Feel?)

49
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4. Process Goal

(Specific inputs & actions that will
support your Outcome)

SETTING DIRECTION
1. Note down ONE priority, focus area or concern, that you want to improve

2. Outcome Goal

(What do you want? And if you get
that, what will it do for you?)

© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
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3. Performance Goal

(Measures – how will you know
you’ve reached or moved
towards the Outcome? See?
Hear? Feel?)

50
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4. Process Goal

(Specific inputs & actions that will
support your Outcome)

WHAT I KNOW

And perhaps don’t know yet…
Person: …………………………..
What’s important to them?
Competition
Mastery & Personal Growth
Career Progression
Enjoying their work
Being In Control

✓

Circle which 2 colours describe them
best?
Enthusiastic
High Energy
Outgoing
Show Off
All About Me

Expressive
Warm
Sympathetic
Emotional
People – People

Achievements
Tasks
Direct
Competitive
Impatient

Thoughtful
Detailed
Considered
Reflective
Critical

Career history:

Family:

Hobbies:

Car:

Clothes:

Responsibility
Projects
Performance & Productivity
People & Team
Governance
Status
Freedom & Autonomy
Getting into the detail
The bigger picture
The things I’d hear them saying:

© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

On A Scale Of 0 – 6, Their Behavioural Dashboard Is…(6 is high)
Enthusiastic

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fun

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sociable

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Confident

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tough

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Decisive

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Humble

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Considerate

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Warm

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Detailed

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Integrity

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Thoughtful

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Question Menu
The following set of questions, can all be used at different times as specific tools in communication. Notice which
ones you use and when - as they all generate very specific types of responses.

Leading:

Where
the desired answer is
within the question…

,
What
,
w
Closed: To prom
o
: H ho,
n
pt
e
p
O When, W
a specific or Ye
s/
N
o
Why, ?
answer…
e
r
e
h
W
Are you? Did
you?
that…
h
g
u
W
o
il
l
y
h
o
u
t
?
Can you? Is
e
e…
Talk m some mor
it
?
W
a
s
it
? Do you?
e
Tell m

Prioritising: So if you had to summarise that in

ten words?...What would the top 3 points be?...How
would you prioritise those?... On a scale of 1-10?

Repeat
Back:

e

o describe to m
S
:
ic
t
e
h
t
s
ory & Kine uld I hear? What would I feel?
it
d
u
A
l,
a
u
is
V
ee? What wo
uld I s
then…What wo

Chunking Up:

(to find
out values & motivators)

Chunking Down:

What do you want? What is
important to you about
[that]? If you get that, what
will that do for you?... And if
you get [that], what will that
do for you?
What’s the purpose of [that]
for you?

Specifically what do you
mean by that?
Would you give me an
example of that please…
Tell me exactly…

get into the detail)

52

(to

:
al
ic u
et yo
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could
What else you do?
could you
do?
What if y
ou did th
is?
What oth
er option
s
are there
?
Anything
else?

th uld
po wo
Hy hat ?
W if…
do

what
Say exactly son
er
the other p
id, with
has just sa ation
on
a rising int
e and
in your voic ws.
bro
raised eye
without
Then wait
thing
saying any
mands
else – it de
ion
a clarificat

So when will you try
that first? So you like
that then, do you?
That’s a brilliant idea
isn’t it? You would
agree that’s the best
option?

Creativit
y:
What

TURNING UP THE RADAR
SPECIFICALLY – WHAT DO YOU SEE THEM DOING & HEAR THEM SAYING – AND HOW?
7%

Words

38%

Music

55%

Dance

© Spring CCR Ltd 2015
www.spring.uk.com
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TURNING UP THE RADAR
SPECIFICALLY – WHAT DO YOU SEE THEM DOING & HEAR THEM SAYING – AND HOW?
7%

Words

38%

Music

55%

Dance

© Spring CCR Ltd 2015
www.spring.uk.com
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FEEDBACK TYPES

STOP, START, CONTINUE
“Stop changing the subject.
Start nodding & repeating 2 or
3 of their words. Continue
talking about what they want”

COACH – GROW
”What did you want? How
is it going so far? What
else could you do? What
will you do?”

STRETCH
“The way you did […] was
really good because […] ,
next time also try […]

I NOTICED
“I notice you smiled about
4 times & talked about
twice as fast as them”

© Spring CCR Ltd 2015
www.spring.uk.com

UNCONDITIONAL
PRAISE
“The way you listened &
then clarified the details
was […] because […]”

TWO WAY CONTRACTING.
Ideally agree what someone wants
feedback on & how you will work
together on it. Ask them to choose a
feedback type & possibly encourage
them to give you feedback too.
MINDSETS
Check in with yourself to notice what
mindset you have running when
you’re giving feedback.

DIRECTIONAL
“More of […] & less of […]”
“Try saying […] instead”
“Do […] / don’t […]”

EEC
EXAMPLE – EFFECT –
CONTINUE/CHANGE
“A specific example is when
you […] and the effect of
that on me/them is […] so I
want you to
change/continue by […]”
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FACTS FIRST
Ask yourself - is this a fact or an
opinion? It is far more effective to
use facts because they are specific &
more able to influence a change
BEHAVIOURAL STYLE
Think about your autopilot feedback
style & the other person’s
Sometimes you’ll want to match
their style. Sometimes you won’t!
The words you use & the way you
say them will have a big impact on
the way the feedback is perceived

Maintaining Rapport –

During Objections, Negotiations & Conflict
Move It on

Listen

Concentrate, nod &
remain almost silent to
ensure you’re taking
in what they’re saying.
They will also know
you’re really paying
attention.

Repeat

Options
• State your point of view again
• “Here’s another idea we could try…”
• “Ok yes… yours is the best option.”

Add

Prove that you listened by briefly
repeating some of their key words &
phrases.

Buy Some Time

Nod, agree where you can & find some
common ground that means you Add to
their point, instead of replace it.
“Yes, absolutely, and…”
“You’re right, this needs sorting, and…”
“I agree, [repeat] is a problem, and…”

“But & However”

vs.

Options
• “Tell me more about […]”
• “Specifically what do you mean by
[…]?”
• “What do you think we could do?”
• “Ok we need to talk about this more,
let’s agree a time that suits.”
• “Give me [x minutes/hours] please, I
need some time to think this over”
“And”

The natural tendency for many people is to say “I understand BUT” or “I hear what you’re saying BUT.” Both of which end
up sounding like a politician or an annoying customer service department!
Using the words “But or However”, sends a message that excludes or dismisses the other person’s comment or point of
view. You replace, discount or cancel out what has come before by saying “But or However.”
Using “And” – expands, includes and adds options to the conversation in a more neutral & collaborative way.
Ó Spring CCR Ltd 2014 inspired by mediation & counselling theories
www.spring.uk.com
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TEACH - EDIC
A quick & easy process that’s been around forever, to help you coach & develop your team.

1. Explain

Explain what you’re going to teach them to do. Tell them why it’s important &
ideally connect that to something they personally want. Keep it simple & very
specific so that they can exactly replicate it when they have a go. Highlight key
points you want them to notice e.g Words, Voice, Physiology

This step is often the one that gets missed out but it’s where the person models
exactly how to do things by watching how you do it – so make it clear what you
want them to pay attention to.

2. Demonstrate

Demonstrate the activity/task/process that you’re teaching them & they carefully
observe you doing it. Ask them to be ready to share what they noticed and raise
any questions they need to know or clarify.

3. Imitate

Now they have a go & you observe them closely. Gather facts of what you have
seen & heard in order that you can accurately provide feedback.

4. Consolidate

Provide them feedback, ask them how they thought it went and discuss
improvements. Sometimes you’ll need to repeat all or part of the process above.
Encourage them to carry on doing what’s working & improve for next time. Action
plan as needed.

www.spring.uk.com
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Actions & Contracting
ACTIONS – What, Who & When

The actions captured

The owner

The deadline

Be really specific. Possibly break an
action down into several smaller
actions. Ideally the person who’s
action it is, does the writing or types
into their device. Prioritise & only
agree to what you really want to get
done – otherwise drop it from the list

Always allocate actions to
specific people. You
need to be clear on who
is responsible and/or
accountable for what

Go for dates & specific times.
Do not accept:
- Immediately
- ASAP
- Ongoing
- Week Commencing

CONTRACTING – SEAL THE DEAL
Issues, Obstacles, Excuses
Aim to uncover what could stop the
action from happening. Increase
commitment by discussing this
upfront. Decide how realistic the
actions & deadlines are. Does
anything need to be re-prioritised by
delaying or bringing forward? Are
there external factors that will impact
on completion of the action? Should
someone else be involved?
© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

You

Them

What do you need from
me?

This is what I need from you…
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Actions & Contracting
ACTIONS – CLEARLY AGREE THEM – What, Who & When

CONTRACTING – SEAL THE DEAL
Issues, Obstacles, Excuses

© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

You
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Them

Actions & Contracting
ACTIONS – CLEARLY AGREE THEM – What, Who & When

CONTRACTING – SEAL THE DEAL
Issues, Obstacles, Excuses

© Spring CCR Ltd 2010
www.spring.uk.com

You
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Them

NOTES

www.spring.uk.com
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